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balls of WATG’s Shiny Happy Cotton
Lex Crop Top pattern
5mm crochet hook
sewing needle

Sizes:
Small
Medium/Large

HOW TO KNIT YOUR LEX CROP TOP
The patterns includes two sizes. When
instructions differ between the two sizes,
information for the smaller size is given
first, then for the larger size in brackets.
(Like this: small [medium/large].)

Half double crochet
10cm/4” = 14 stitches
10cm/4” = 11.5 rows

1

Make a foundation chain of 90 [100]
chain stitches. (Take care not to make
your stitches too tight!)

2

Make 2 chain stitches (this is your
turning chain), then make a half double
crochet stitch into the 3rd stitch from
the hook. Work in half double crochet
into each of the remaining 89 [99]
stitches of your row. After working the
last stitch, turn your piece around so
that the stitch attached to the crochet
hook is on the right-hand side. You are
now ready to work the next row.

MEASUREMENTS

20.5CM/8”

29CM/11.5”
[34CM/13.5”]

6

Make a turning chain of 2 stitches. Work
a half double crochet stitch into the next
stitch, then make a half double crochet
decrease. Work in half double crochet
until you have 3 stitches left before the
yarn snippet that marks the new end of
your row. Make a half double crochet
decrease, then work the last stitch in
half double crochet. You now have 58
[68] stitches left.

7

Work 1 row in half double crochet.

8

Repeat steps 6 and 7. (56 [66] stitches.)

9

Work 2 rows in half double crochet.

10

Repeat step 6. (54 [64] stitches.)

11

Work 3 rows in half double crochet.

12

Repeat steps 10 and 11 twice more. (50
[60] stitches.)
Repeat step 6 a further 12 [18] times you now have 26 stitches remaining, and
the main piece of your top is done!

MAIN PIECE

TENSION

72CM/28.5”
[79CM/31”]

between your snippets of yarn - these are
the only stitches you’ll be working across
from now on.

15.5

CM/

6”

3

Repeat step 2 a further 3 times.

4

Work 15 stitches in slip stitch. These 15
stitches won’t be worked any more - they
will form the first back band. Tie a little
snippet of yarn (= yarn marker) to the
last stitch you worked to mark this point.

13

5

Make 2 chain stitches, then work in
half double crochet until you have 15
stitches left of your row. Tie another yarn
marker into the next stitch to mark this
point, and leave the remaining stitches
of your row without working them. (They
will form the second back band.) Turn
your piece around, ready to work the
next row. You now have 60 [70] stitches

LACE TRIM
Instead of flipping your piece around, you will
now work all around your piece to prepare the
edges for the lace trim.
There are 60 [72] little “holes” along
each sloped side edge - 2 holes for
each row you have worked.

LEX CROP TOP
14

Working in single crochet, start with the
first sloped edge andwork 1 stitch into
the side of the next 3 rows, then work 1
stitch in between the last stitch worked
and the next row. Repeat the section
inside the stars until you reach the back
band.

15

Work in single crochet along the top
edge of the first back band until you get
to the last stitch of your row. Work 3
stitches into the last stitch - this creates
a neat corner.

16

Work into each of the stitches along the
short edge of the back band. Work 3
stitches into the corner stitch as before.

17

Work in single crochet along the bottom
edge of your halterneck, then work 3
stitches into the last stitch.

18

Repeat step 16.

19

Work in single crochet along the top
edge of your back band.

20

Now work in single crochet along the
second sloped edge of your top: work
1 stitch into the side of the next 3 rows,
then work 1 stitch in between the last
stitch worked and the next row. Repeat
the section inside the stars until you get
to the top edge of your piece (you don’t
need to crochet along this edge). Finish
off your round by making a slip stitch
into the first stitch of the top edge.

21

Make 3 chain stitches. Make 3 chain
stitches (taking care not to make the
stitches too tight!), skip the next 3
stitches, then work a double crochet
stitch in the next stitch. Repeat the

section inside the stars until you reach
the first corner. Turn the corner by
working a double crochet stitch into the
corner stitch, making 3 chain stitches,
then working a double crochet stitch into
the same stitch.
22

Continue repeating the section inside
the stars all around the edges of your
top. When you get to the outside corners,
turn them as before. After completing
all the edges, join the round with a slip
stitch to the first loop of chain stitches
you made.

23

Your edges now have little ‘loops’ made
of chain stitches - each of these is a
chain space. For your final round, you
will work your stitches into the chain
spaces: instead of starting each stitch
by inserting your hook into an individual
stitch, you insert it into the middle of
the chain space, so your stitches end up
covering the initial chain space.
Work 2 single crochet stitches, make
3 chain stitches, then work 2 single
crochet stitches into the first chain
space. Repeat the section inside the
stars for each of the chain spaces around
all edges of your top. Join your round
with a slip stitch into the first stitch. Cut
the yarn, leaving a 15cm/6” tail. Pull on
the last loop until the end pops through you have now secured the last stitch.

STRAPS & TIES
24

Work 60 chain stitches, then cut the
yarn and secure the last stitch. Attach it
to one of the top corners of your top.

25

Repeat step 24 for the other top corner.

26

Make another 4 ties and attach 2 to
each back band.

GET READY FOR YOUR NEXT KNIT!

PURCHASE KNITTING SUPPLIES:
EXCLUSIVE PERUVIAN WOOL, BABY ALPACA,
PIMA COTTON AND NEEDLES.

ORDER A DO-IT-YOURSELF KIT
AND GET YOUR KNIT ON!

WWW.WOOLANDTHEGANG.COM

WATCH OUR VIDEO TUTORIALS
AND LEARN NEW TECHNIQUES

